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“Repetition is the Mother of Skill”
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SWEDISH NATIONAL SPORTS SCHOOL
In August I was very privileged to be invited to visit the Swedish National Sports
Complex (Bosön) which has been instrumental in helping to develop many of the
elite athletes that have come out of Sweden over the last few decades. Even
though the Olympics were on at the time and the school still had a week before
officially reopening after the summer break, I found quite a few athletes hard at
work in the purpose built facilities, preparing for up coming events or in
rehabilitation. I mentioned in a previous slant that Spanish success was not an
accident and neither is Swedish, the school has assembled some of the best
people and although the 2008 Games were not the success that everyone in the
school had wanted I know that they will become a force again in lots of sports.

THE CHRISTER LINDBERG BOWL
In August former ladies World number 1 golfer, Annika Sorenstam was awarded
The PGAs of Europe’s “The Christer Lindberg Bowl”, for her global contribution to
the sport. Christer Lindberg was a member of a group who led to the nation’s golf

Annika Sorenstam

development which started over 25 years ago. Annika Sorenstam has
participated in 8 Solheim Cups, won 10 major championships, and has had 88
career wins; to complement the 8 Rolex Player of the Year Awards and a place in
BOSON SPORTS CENTRE

the World Golf Hall of Fame.
Annika Sorenstam will be retiring from competitive golf at the end of the season it
is likely her impact will continue and possibly even grow, with her off-the-course
business interests that includes the ANNIKA Foundation, ANNIKA Academy, the
ANNIKA Collection with Cutter & Buck, ANNIKA Financial Group, golf course
design and being the host of a tournament on the Ladies EuropeanTour.
SPORTING TRANSFER
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DATES FOR YOUR DIARY

in five different sports, when he competes in the TA2X Adaptive Pairs competition

Tony will be available for coaching

with Kathryn Ross. Maclean only took up rowing in 2007 and went on to secure

sessions in Lisbon on 11th,12th

the silver medal with Kathryn Ross at the World Rowing Championships in

& 25th of September. To book an

Munich in September. They also won the gold medal in the Paralympics test

appointment or session call (+351)

event in Givarate (Italy) earlier this year. In 1988 Maclean was a part of the

93 2524253.

Penrith Panthers team, but was hit by a truck while cycling.

"If you stand for something - you will fall for anything"
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2008 BEIJING OLYMPICS
What an Olympics. The 29th Olympiad concluded with 38 World records, 85
Olympic records and 6 positive drug tests. The 2008 games held in Beijing has
been a spectacular success for the hosts not forgetting the moments of triumph
experienced by individuals and teams. Whatever “your moment” was perhaps
Michael Phelps’s achievement of eight gold's in the swimming pool, Usain Bolt’s
3 record-breaking runs, Chris Hoy three gold's, or when the six countries won
their first ever Olympic medals (Afghanistan, Bahrain, Mauritius, Sudan,
Tajikistan and Togo); it is clear some countries exceeded their expectations and
inevitably others did not reach the objectives that they had set.
Any Olympic games (be it a summer or winter games) have moments of triumph,
joy, despair and disappointment and yet at the end athletes that have worked
Michael Phelps

diligently at their sport can come away with a sense of satisfaction for producing
a personal best, regardless of whether or not they reach the podium. Of course a

Winner of 8 Gold Medals

medal gives an athlete public recognition but the individuals sense of
achievement is often forgotten.
ATHLETE DETAILS
British cyclist Rebecca Romero who “The Slant” commented on in June became
the first British athlete to win medals in two different sports and when asked how
does it feel to be an Olympic champion after Silver in Rowing in 2004, Rebecca

MICHAEL PHELPS

replied, “Its not the reaction I felt I would have but it is magical... it has been so
hard, the things I have had to go through”.
So the games now pass to London and the British target for 2012 which was to
finish in fourth place on the medal table will most likely be re-assessed, following
a successful Beijing games at which they achieved the 2012 targets.

For

D.O.B:

30.06.85

PLACE:

Baltimore USA

HEIGHT:

1.93m

WEIGHT:

91kg

success at the games four key points are necessary:
●

The proper organization of national governing bodies

●

World class coaching

●

Talented and motivated athletes

●

Adequate funding of athletes and programmes

When all the above are in place then success, which can never be guaranteed, is
the most likely result.

"Failure to plan is – planning to fail "

1. 400m Medley

WR 4:03.84

2. 4x100 Free Rly

WR 3:08.24

3. 200m Freestyle

WR 1:42.96

4. 200m Butterfly

WR 1:52.03

5. 4x200m Free Rly

WR 6:58.56

6. 200m Medley

WR 1:54.23

7. 100m Butterfly

OR

8. 4x100 Medley Rly

WR 3:29.34

50.58
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TALENT IDENTIFICATION
Following on from last month's article regarding Talent Development, this issue of
the “Slant” looks at issues around the identification of talent. Talent ID is quite a hot
topic and with events at the recent Olympics regarding the possibility of underage
gymnasts and British diver Tom Daley competing at just 14 years of age it is clear
that younger athletes are being identified to take part in competitive sport.
Depending on whose eyes are looking, a coach, parent or friend the same
performance can be seen as encouraging, remarkable or ordinary. It is normal that
a youngster takes part in and enjoys several different sports which is useful to gain
a multi skilled sports perspective. Eventually one sport will become the main focus
and a specialisation will appear.
The talent pool will get larger as sport becomes a legitimate career choice and
opportunity for participation increases. Coaches already have a battery of tests that
include physical and psychological screening that can help reveal those athletes
that have ability / talent. According to Jim Brown there is a formula that can be
applied to help talented athletes reach their potential:
Olympic finalist: Tom Daley
Ability + Opportunity + Drive
It is my opinion that the first part of this formula is the one that takes most of the

TALENT IDENTIFICATION:

focus, measuring for ability is relatively easy but how do you measure for
opportunity and drive? Opportunities are normally created by parents, getting the

Talent is difficult to predict

child to training sessions, changing meal times and sacrificing holiday time etc: as
any parent of a child athlete can testify, “Moms taxi” and “Dads training run” is a

An early indicator of talent is co-

fact of life.

ordination

Drive is also tough to measure but can be typified by self determination, the child

Most talented athletes participate in

that trains after all the others leave, that continues until it is too dark, imagining

more

game situations, are more focussed on training than other activities and nag their

developmental years

than

one

sport

in

the

parents to go to practice are probably driven. If at the end of scheduled practice
they can't wait to leave and do something else perhaps at this stage they are not

Talent displayed at one age level

too driven. Drive can appear at any time but one trait is almost always present in

does not ensure it will be present at

driven athletes, according to sport psychologist Jim Loehr, “These athletes are

another level

almost obsessed with succeeding”.
Be careful not to confuse physical
development for talent. A good big
Recommended Reading: Jim Brown (2001) Sports Talent – How to identify and

one will often beat a good little one

develop outstanding athletes. Human Kinetics

"A wise man makes more opportunities than he finds"
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SWEDISH GOLF SUCCESS
Swedish golf has long been held up as the model for developing a “production
line” style of golf champions. Over the last few years their dominance of the
LPGA tour has been replaced with that of the athletes from the Far East
especially players from Korea and Japan and more recently a new group of
young, blonde and exciting Americans. On my visit to Sweden I visited the
Scandinavian Masters and on that day Sweden had winners on four Tours, Carl
Pettersson on the PGA Tour, Peter Hansen on the European Tour, Lotta Wahlin
on the Ladies European Tour and Klas Eriksson on the Challenge Tour.
DISABLED SPORT
Anyone with an interest in sport and those of us that are privileged enough to
work in the sports sector are acutely aware of the difference that sport can make
to peoples' lives. Sport is not all about the elite athletes that grace our sports
stadiums and television sets, but rather it is about participation and well being. I
was fortunate enough to have played many sports and have thoroughly enjoyed
spending time with other athletes. Sport can also be a lifestyle choice and that is
especially true for the disabled. In terms of rehabilitation sport can offer new
hope to people who perhaps have never contemplated a specific sport and for
others it can be the motivation to get back out and face the World.

Manuel dos Santos: Golf H/CP 3
Winner 2008 Swedish Invitational

THE GAME CONTINUES
SPORTING DATES
The lighting ceremony of the Beijing 2008 Paralympics Torch Relay officially
started on 28th August at the Temple of Heaven in Beijing, China. The

25th August - 7th September

Paralympics will see over 4,200 athletes from 148 countries take part and will be

US Open Tennis, Flushing Meadows

the largest ever. The events will take place between the 6th -17th of September.
7th September
Belgian F1 Grand Prix

NEW CAPTAIN EXPECTS

New England Cricket Captain, Kevin Pietersen can point to a test victory and
three comprehensive one day victories since taking over the hot seat. KP has

13th -14th September
IAAF World Athletics Final, Stuttgart

made few significant changes in personnel and yet in performance terms the
results speak for themselves. So how is it that basically the same players can

19th -21st September

turn from serial under achievers into winners? He certainly has the players

The Ryder Cup. Kentucky USA

respect and a winners attitude, after stumps he said, "One of my biggest goals
was trying to get guys playing to their best potential - improving every single day,

28th September

loving playing for England, loving the badge and just walking out there and

The Berlin Marathon

fulfilling every single bit of talent that is in the dressing room." The honeymoon
period will be severely tested when England take on the Indians in a few weeks
time and next year when the Australians visit the UK.

“The price of success is perseverance”
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